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~ Absolute Justice – Honour or Treason ~
Is ‘Freedom of Religion’ dead or alive?
Dear Minister Wightman, (Brian) as you are the ‘Administrator of Justice’ for the
organisation named ‘The State Government of Tasmania,’ I feel that is my duty
to personally inform you of the ‘injustices’ being carried out in the name of your
organisation.
State officials today totally ignore the ‘Freedom of Religion’ Clause of the
Australian Constitution as they ‘harass’ the peaceful in an attempt to ‘convert’
them into becoming a member ‘of’ their own punitive system of doctrinal belief.
I speak of the treasonable persecution of myself and other members of society
who have and hold a different religious belief, philosophy and doctrine of
PEACE, and who therefore are neither ‘voters’ nor ‘party members’ of your
organisation.
Your organisation has over the years seized control of every aspect of life and
living ways of society via the use of RULES, decrees, acts etc., and have done so
in the name of ‘The Law.’
The peaceful naturally support and subscribe to the benevolent and peaceful
aspects of life, but they neither support nor condone nor participate in the
invasive, controlling and punitive aspect of your ‘system.’ (War & punishment)
I now remind you and your officials that it is a CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT
under your own mandate for man to live by their own ‘peaceful’ religious
ideology as long as they are of moral standing and do not ‘disturb the peace of the
land.’
This defiance of the ‘Freedom of Religion’ clause in the constitutional authority
being carried out by ‘enforcers’ is a very serious matter indeed. It is breeding
‘civil unrest’ in many members of the population and is an ‘Internal REVOLT’ by
politicians.
Politicians now believe that they are ‘god’s’ who must be obeyed as they and
their armed forces ‘staff’ DISOBEY not only GOD, but also their own mandated
authority as laid out in the Constitutions of Tasmania & Australia.
This disobedience has been going on for so long now that everyone involved,
from the police to the politicians, prosecutors and magistrates are UNAWARE
that their ACTIONS are ‘Anarchy & Treason’ of the ‘lowest or highest’ order.
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Unbeknown to you ‘Sir’ is that political decrees or ‘orders’ placed down as rules
in your textbooks are misleading the ‘Officers of PEACE.’ (Members of the Police
force)
This misconception has flourished for so long that it is they now who are ‘guilty’
of disturbing the peace of the land as they ‘interfere, threaten, coerce and falsely
persecute’ the peaceful such as myself.
I need to bring this matter to your attention because, as THE ‘head’
‘Administrator of Justice officer’ of God’s earthly government of man on earth
and therefore;
It is your ‘sworn’ DUTY to God THE FATHER and also to your own
soul to ‘administer’ Justice to HIS children according to HIS Command.
I ‘remind’ you and bring to your URGENT attention the ‘limited’ authority
granted to YOU and all ‘enforcers’ within HIS Constitutional POWERS given
and CLEARLY laid out in the ‘Freedom of Religion’ clause.
Presently, it is a FACT that your ‘office’ and the administrative justice
department, from police to magistrate together with other ‘law enforcers’ are
exceeding their mandated ‘powers’ and, they are using FORCE to simply: “Do
whatever they ‘wish’ to.”
Yes, they do their ‘best or worst’ to coerce those of a PEACEFUL religious
ideological DOCTRINE into becoming or ‘joining’ your ‘contra’ religious
ideological doctrine of control, interference, subjugation and injury of OTHERS.
I do not belong to that ideology and therefore my rights, under your own book of
rules (the Constitution) states unequivocally that I am free to go my way in
peace.
Sadly, every person operating within the ‘system’ of government of State
(Caesar) falsely believe that, - - - since they are paid a ‘wage’ and are thus simply
doing their duty, that they are ‘safe and honourable’ but, - - The ‘deception’ clouding their ‘vision’ and the arrogance clouding the eyes of
politicians is so ‘great’ that NONE see THE TRUTH as I do.
I ‘Sir’ am also aware that the Australian Taxation officers and the ‘fines
enforcement’ officials are also persons ‘on the wide road to hell’ because they too
are ‘trapped’ by ‘rules in books’ that your ‘office’ state as being: “The Law to be
obeyed.”
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The ‘Law of man’ is actually the punitive RETURN factor forcefully imposed
upon people if they disobey political decrees. It is retributive Justice. It is
coercion backed by force of arms.
To man, the ‘law’ is the decree written in a book of rules.
To God, the LAW is the ‘eye for an eye’ and thus absolutely Just and EQUAL
return for EVERY action, whether that action is benign and loving OR malignant
and cruel.
“As you or your servants do unto others will be done unto you”
~ Justice or Revenge ~
Is it JUSTICE or TREASON to defy ones own Constitutional authority?
Is it Treason to defy God THE CREATOR?
What is the punishment imposed by man for Treason or Anarchy?
What is the punishment imposed by God upon men who treasonably defy Him
and cause harm to His peaceful ‘lambs’ who OBEY Him as they go their way
peacefully?
As the ‘Court’ of man is ‘overseen’ by God the Father, we can be sure that any
punishment is in FACT absolutely Just and meted out with NO mercy.
However, as that ‘payback’ within God’s Law is God’s prerogative ONLY, it
follows that IF man is meting it out, then man is in FACT vengeful and defiant of
the ‘Forgive your oppressors’ aspect of His Command unto man wherein it
states:
“I Command YOU MY children to love one another and go your way
in peace and be merciful, compassionate and forgiving.”
It follows that those ‘enforcers’ meting it OUT (merciless punishment) and
causing loss of funds or freedom and mental and emotional duress etc., to the
‘offender,’ will ALSO ahead be ‘dealt’ an EQUAL ‘deck of cards’ within God’s
IMMUTABLE Law.
It is God who decides ‘when’ He imposes this suffering upon YOU and YOUR
enforcers or ANY. Be IT in this or the after life. Yes, His MERCILESS Law of
‘payback’ is absolute Justice.
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It follows that ALL involved in punitive measures need to AWAKEN to the
FACT that their ‘wage’ or official position does NOT exonerate them nor give
them any immunity from God’s ‘absolute justice’ superior Law.
The ‘rules, decrees and acts’ elevated by man are the ‘control’ exerted over sinful
man to keep all enslaved to the Dark Sovereign overlord and ON the wide road
to Hell.
I ask YOU: What is your Loyalty and obedience to?
To your ‘wage’? - To your ‘honor’? - To your ‘organisation’? Is it to your soul or
to your God?
I have spent 20 years unraveling the web of deceit blinding mankind as our God
daily ‘spoke’ to me via my mind and pen, and it because of this that I can now
ALERT all to the imminent dangers soon to befall ALL due to their continued
use of FORCE, intimidation, coercion and ‘punishment’ of His children.
My nine on line ‘books’ reveal much, and all I can do for you today is to ‘pray’
that you read these ‘Absolute Justice’ pages before the 17th February when again
I am summonsed to answer FALSE charges in a Launceston court.
You may well ask why this matter is of such EXTREME importance? Because I
AM the messenger of THE MOST HIGH (God) sent back to earth as a ‘thief in the
night’ for NONE can see my SOUL and, - - It was foretold that ANY ‘judged’ by ME or my ‘pen’ as being ‘Guilty of Treason’
against GOD and His authority will be deemed ‘unworthy’ and BE cast into the
PIT or ABYSS of oblivion by God in the manner revealed by me.
Be ADVISED that the persecution of the meek & mild & peaceful who do NOT
‘vote’ to be ruled by politicians or their ‘decrees’ are God’s LAMBS to BE left in
peace and, - - Any person in any ‘position’ in the land who CONTINUES TO DEFY God’s
Command is by me seen and ‘judged’ as a ‘bad’ seed unworthy of reaching the
PROMISED LAND (Heaven) and one to BE cast into the PIT and, - - I ask that you read this document and its “attached’ Links and then come to a
personally informed decision as to ‘what’ my ‘fate’ VIA your enforcers is to BE.
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~ Pure Truth ~
It needs to BE clearly understood by all 'chiefs, mandarins, emperors, kings,
queens and their politicians' that THEY are the administrators of God's
RETRIBUTIVE LAW which consists of the merciless persecution of 'offenders'
who defied God's Command and thus 'disturbed the peace' of the land causing
loss or suffering.
It needs to BE clearly understood by all 'Chiefs, mandarins, emperors, kings,
queens and their politicians' that THEIR 'decrees, acts, rules and orders' imposed
upon everyone ARE inspired by controlling thoughts given by God the Father.
This He does in every 'land' outside the realm of Heaven. Why? So that He via
said 'rules' of LAW can balance His 'Scales of Justice' on the NEGATIVE, DARK
and punitive aspect of His 'eye for an eye' LAW. (Law of equal return)
There is NO 'voiding' nor avoiding this ONE Law concerning God's energy.
For example, if you are an 'Englishman' who was sent to Tasmania for a 'life'
sentence punishment because you stole a 'chicken,' that punishment had in
FACT nothing to do with the theft of a chicken but everything to do with the
PAST when in a pre-birth time or in this life the offender imposed the same
'banishment' punishment upon another.
AND
It also means that an 'Arab' who has his hand cut OFF for stealing an 'egg' has
nothing to do with the egg, but has everything to do with the consequence of a
past 'time' when the offender cut off another man's hand and imposed that same
loss and suffering.
In both cases there is also a 'pay-back' ahead for the 'theft' of the egg and the
chicken, and the offender will lose what they stole at the time and in the place so
ordained by God.
Sinful man does NOT see that the power of the Dark SIN (negative emotional
energy within the individual) is what places him/her into slavery and bondage
to THE DARK ADMINISTRATOR of Justice FOR the punitive aspect of God.
God is the ONE who elevated UP the Constitution via the mind of man. God's
'servants' the enforcers MUST conform to God's decrees to receive their 'false'
pay WAGE. (30 pieces of silver)
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However, to be honourable to God and themselves and their wage they MUST
obey the Freedom of Religion Clause and NOT persecute the peaceful who ARE
obeying the Command of God. (Love one another and go your way in peace) etc.
IF government officials do persecute the peaceful, then they are drawing a false
wage and they are dishonorable and are treasonable anarchists deserving of their
own coming demise and 'suffering' FATE.
It also needs to BE understood that any 'operative' upholding the punitive aspect
of God's Law is already a non-believer ON the 'wide road to hell' because of their
disobedience to God's Command:
"Love one another and go your way in peace"
I ADD: “Any use of force or punishment of me will judge all ‘complicit’ in that
punishment as GUILTY of Treason and Anarchy.” I ADD: The immutable LAW
of God’s ENERGY is:
“For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.”
Creative – Love & joy is given in return to those whom give IT.
Destructive – Hatred & cruelty is given in return to those who impose IT.
The above is God’s Absolute Justice in action, an ‘eye for an eye’ RETURN.
Your office is expected to maintain public ORDER, in fact it is the rules forcing
the police to be ‘disorderly’ in their interfering ways. Ways now perceived as
‘needed’ and justified for ‘the protection of’ the people.
I do not need police protection because my God is my protector. If HE withdraws
IT (His protection) and I am harmed, then it is because I defied Him in the past
through being disobedient to His Command, and He then permits His dark
forces to balance His ‘books’ as they harm me.
I simply now advise you that the police, backed by GUNS, are being used as
revenue raising EXTORTIONISTS who coerce and threaten the community.
I have a better ‘idea’ in that police ONLY haul IN those who FACTUALLY
disturb the peace of the land, and these ‘miscreants’ are put though a Seminar
program to educate them so that they learn to control their THOUGHTS and
become better persons. (All are sinners needing counsel rather than punishment)
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It is I to reveal that this power which drags the soul of man into the Abyss of
eternal torment is in FACT the ‘weight and vibration’ of the Dark negative
energy of God (negative emotions) which have grown within the soul of man as
man defies God and uses IT. (The forbidden to use ‘fruit of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil,’ being God’s DARK FORCEFUL ENERGY)
So be IT, I have done my 'job' for God and man and by my revelations 'granted'
to man by 'She' THE LIGHT of God. It is now up to you the individual 'reader' to
now decide your own eternal fate.
You either continue your downward slide to 'Hell's FIRE' or you follow ME to
'Heaven's GATE.'
Your administration is permitting INJUSTICE in reference to the Freedom of
Religion aspect. The references thereto are within my ‘defence’ papers.
Please read my 20 page DEFENCE named ‘kingsroad4.pdf’ attached and on line at:
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/kingsroad4.pdf
Also the attached email to Cdr. Richard Cowling reference the Seminar program.
There is a copy of this letter on line as :
Item 194 @ http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/other.htm
Other articles of relevance:
Render unto Caesar: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/caesar.htm
The cause of all suffering: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/suffering.htm
The energy of God: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/energy.htm
The offender document: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/offend1.htm

Sincerely - Terence
Judge Malaher - Pyengana, Tasmania.
Web URL http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk
Added note: IF you seek to BE 'safe & saved' then you MUST observe your OWN actions in
reference to God's Command. Why? Because the Dark is so dark that IT blinds you as you
'punish' the other.
You see NOT that the 'pleasure' you feel as you mete out 'Justice' is the pleasure felt by ITS
destructive energy within you which is 'happy' when balancing ITS retributive 'eye for an eye'
EQUAL measure of RETURN.
You see NOT that ahead, it is some other to feel pleasure as they strike you down for your
insolence and arrogance as you USED darkness and caused harm.

